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Introduction 

In their preprint [4], B. van Geemen and G. van der Geer stated four conjectures 

dealing with the modular significance of the surface C-C on a Jacobi variety. The first 

of these conjectures can be rephrased as follows: 

(0.1) Conjecture ([4]). Let X be the jacobian of an irreducible non-singular algebra- 

ic curve C over k=C, of genus g~>l. Let Foo be the vector space of sections of ~7x(20) 

(O a symmetric theta divisor) having a zero of multiplicity at least 4 at 0 EX, and write 

Fx={xEXIs(x)=O for all sEFo0}. Then Fx={x-ylx, yEC}. 

In loc. cit. the above authors give several partial results in this direction. Quite 

simultaneously, R. C. Gunning considered also this question in his paper [8], getting 

partial results, too (cf. also (2.1) below). Thirdly, in his bok [13], D. Mumford asked 

(we change some notations): 

(0.2) Question ([13], p. 3.238). I fD  is a divisor class of degree 0 on C such that for 

all divisors E of degree g - 1  for which IEI is a pencil, then either ID+EI~=~ or 

] - D + E I * ~ ,  then does it follow that D-a-b  for some a, b E C? 

By standard reasons (cf. w a positive answer to (0.2) would imply (0.1). 

(Actually, the answer to (0.2) is known to be negative if C is a trigonal curve.) 

In this connection it is natural to ask also: 

(0.3) Question. I fD  is a divisor class of degree 0 on C such that for all divisors E of 

degree g - 1  for which IEI is a pencil, then ] D + ~ * ~ ,  then does it follow that D=-a-b 
for some a, b E C? 
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